
LET'S 
WALK TO  
SCHOOL 

AIM
To observe how water erosion creates channels and how this is replicated on a huge 
scale with the Grand Canyon. 

The Grand Canyon is 277 miles long, one mile deep and up to 18 miles wide.

The Grand Canyon was created over thousands of years by the Colorado 
River which runs along the bottom of the canyon.

Five million visitors are attracted to the Grand Canyon every year.

Did
you

know?
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WOW LEARNING RESOURCES KS2/P4-7

OBJECTIVES
•  To create an experiment that shows how water erosion creates channels and canyons.
•  To describe how water behaves when it follows the same track and how this relates to 

the creation of the Grand Canyon.
• To write up observations as an experiment.

TIMING
45 minutes

RESOURCES
Sand, clear container or storage box, 
water tray, jug, cameras, science books 
or experiment writing frame, pencils. 

GRAND 
CANYON

We are Living Streets, the UK charity for everyday walking. These learning resources 
support participation in WOW, the year-round walk to school challenge.

For further information on WOW and the full set of learning resources, visit
www.livingstreets.org.uk/walktoschool

Get in touch: walktoschool@livingstreets.org.uk    020 7377 4900

CURRICULUM LINKS

England SCIENCE GEOGRAPHY

Wales SCIENCE GEOGRAPHY

Scotland SCIENCES SOCIAL STUDIES



INTRODUCTION
As a class, look at some photographs or a short film clip of the Grand Canyon. A 
canyon is created over thousands of years by water and weather erosion. Check for 
understanding of the word erode and erosion. Explain that you will be conducting an 
experiment on erosion. 

DEVELOPMENT 
Pack the bottom of a clear storage box with damp sand. Press it down and leave it to dry 
overnight. Place the box of sand in a water tray to catch any excess water and ask the 
children to gather round.

Using a large jug, start to slowly pour water onto the corner of the sand and observe how 
the water creates a channel. As you pour more water, observe how the water pushes the 
sand out of the way and creates a deeper channel so it can flow more easily. Stop pouring 
the water and talk about what the class has observed so far. Did it go in the direction they 
thought? How did the water and sand behave when they met? 

Take some photographs or ask the children to make quick sketches. Now start pouring 
more water at the same point as before and observe as the channel deepens and perhaps 
splits. What happens to the sand it pushes out of the way? 

PLENARY 
Encourage the children to write up the experiment using the standard headings: 

EXTENSION 
On the walk to school, encourage the children to observe water erosion in the local area. 
Perhaps there are streams or rivers you can see – look at how the banks have been 
formed and how the river or streams meanders across the landscape. Look at how rain 
creates a path through soil or creates a trail down a building. If it’s raining on the walk to 
school, ask them to watch how the rain reacts when it reaches paths and roads and how it 
drains away. What would happen if we didn’t have drainage systems?  

CALIFORNIAN COAST
LESSON PLAN

•  Aim (to observe how 
water erosion occurs)

•  Prediction (what do you 
think will happen?)

• Apparatus
•  Method  

(what did you do step  
by step?)

• Results (what happened?)
•  Conclusion (what does 

this tell you about water 
erosion?)

If you require these learning resources in Welsh please email wales@livingstreets.org.uk
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